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Stones with Ogham Texts

Ogham text has been carved onto geographically spread Symbol Stones. All the inscriptions are 

incised appearing as additions and seemingly not an integral part of the original overall designs 

- that in itself does not actually lend any further indication to dating of the Symbol Stones 

themselves. In each case there appears to be no specific positioning of the stem-line relative to 

a Pictish Symbol – except where the Ogham is on the narrow side of a Stone suggesting a 

decision to not place on the already decorated surfaces (sometimes perhaps due to space 

restrictions). Ogham was seemingly used between the 4th and 9th centuries CE in Ireland; 

being on Class 1 and 2 Pictish Stones would suggest a carving timeline of 4th to 8th centuries.

Ogham - a later incidental addition, or not?

Ogham on a fragment of a Class 2 Stone from Formaston, 

Aboyne, Aberdeenshire has characters on two parallel artificial 

stem-lines on its front face - picture alongside. Transliterations 

are  “MAQQOoiTALLUORRH | NxHHTVROBBACCxNNEVV” 

which a Canmore reference suggests are Pictish names Nehht 

and Talorc. From the Pictish Chronicle King Lists, Talorc I 

reigned from 452 to 456 and Talorc II from 538 to 549 

(between Cailtram and Drest V). "MAQQ" is considered to be 

the equivalent of Mac i.e. "son of" which might lead back to 

either kings father but does not appear to do so.

In fact  the Nehht spelling is perhaps incorrect and is more likely to be Necht or Nechtan - a 

frequently used Pictish King name the last of whom reigned from 706 to 729. All the instances 

of Ogham on Pictish Stones appear as additions - applying that to the Aboyne Stone with an 

assumption that the Nechtan is, indeed, the 8th century king would lead to the Stone with its 

Cross being carved in the 7th or 8th century. However, that does not help to explain the Talorc 

text - further investigation would be interesting.

A website page "Stones with Ogham Texts " (link below) records for each Stone – name; Class; 

location of the Ogham inscription and transliteration; and, where appropriate, some 

comments. With Ogham predominantly being on Class 2 Stones and assuming they succeeded 

Class 1 this points towards a timeline for their inscription. With an incise carving method on 

otherwise, mainly, relief Cross slabs they are clearly "additions" that do not adopt the artistry 

of the surface. Their carving is probably not incidental and if they are in the main Pictish King 

names almost a form of graffiti to record a past era.

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-with-ogham-texts/

